
Dear BioNova Partners &
Customers,
 

we hope all of you enjoyed wonderful 
winter holidays with your families & friends. 
It was a good chance to recharge the batteries, 
so we can start full of vigour into the new, 
promising year. 
The BioNova Global Head Office Team was 
expecting a slack period - but things never turn 
out the way you expect.  Right before Christmas 
we got the contract to equip a huge 30,000 square 
meter (about 8 acres) water ski lake with BioNova 
biological clean water technology. So Rainer 
Grafinger went to Manila in the Philippines on 
January, 1st. We will report about this interesting 
project soon. Also our international partners had 
good news: We now have more new Partners in 
Italy and the USA. We will report about the details 

at our Newsletter in February. 
 
In this Newsletter we start with presenting a project in Baku (Azerbaijan).  Following this we’ll introduce 
you to our Swiss Partner, the company Egli Gardening- and Landscaping. Due to the cold temperatures
in Europe at the moment we also want to show you the different possibilities of using a biological NSP 
in the winter time. In addition we will go further into the question, where all the animals in the NSP 
vanish to when it gets frosty and inhospitably cold. 
 
For the first time we will also feature a project that is currently under construction  - the first 
biological public NSP in Montagny-les-Beaunnes / France will be equipped with BioNova 
technology.  
 
At the end of our current Newsletter we present an NSP which was built in 1997 
under the rubric "BioNova historical". Enjoy reading!
 
Your team of the BioNova Global Head Office
 
 
Rainer Grafinger, Christine Schoeck, 
Andrea Enseleit, Stephanie & Jusuf Rifatov
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Project of the Month
 

Maybe you have heard the name of the 
town of Baku - but would you have 
known, where it exactly lies? Baku is the 
capital of the Republic of Azerbaijan and 
lies  straddling the European/Asian 
continents, directly on the Caspian Sea. 
The state is often declared as the most eastern 
European state. The foreign policy of this 
former Russian autonomous republic is now 
very pro-European. 
It's a very wealthy country because of the rich oil 
and gas resources in the ground and under the 
Caspian Sea. 

 
In the autumn of 2010 the first call for help from the builder responsible for his construction manager 
reached the BioNova Global Head Office. Another company had built two concrete NSPs, 1,500 square 
meters and 3,500 square meters and 4 m deep, 4 years ago - but they didn't work well. 
So Rainer Grafinger, from the BioNova Global Head Office, applied for a visa and visited the facility in 
November 2010 for the first time.  
 
At the site he noticed immediately hydraulic problems at the facilities - the water circulation was only 
marginal. Taking water samples showed too high of a salt content - although they had installed a 
reverse osmosis facility. For these reasons the water plants became stunted, the water was full of 
algae and visibility was limited to about 2 meters deep.
 
To make matters worse they kept Koi in the NSPs and of course they ate the remaining spare 
vegetation. All in all both of the facilities were a terrible sight. 
 
It was clear from the outset that many things had to be rebuilt. It took a relative long 
time to finish all the work, because all of the work had to be done by hand and with 
the aid of motorized tricycles.  While the reconstruction was taking place under his 
direction, Baku was like a second home for Rainer, because he shuttled between 
Azerbaijan and Germany every two weeks. 
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The reconstruction started in February 
2012 and was finally finished in June 
2012. The installation of 14 new BioNova 
Lilypad Skimmers, 6 BioNova Distribution 
Shafts, 10 new pumps and all together 
5,000 cubic meters of gravel along with 
BioNova Mineral Substrate and BioNova 
Adsorption Substrate was accomplished. 
In addition they 15,000 new water plants were 
placed. For the planting of the underwater plants 
a local scuba diver was engaged. 

 
The first practical test took place from early July to 

the end of August. During this time the outdoor 
temperature rose up to 40°C (104°F), the water temperature climbed to 32° C (90°F). The high 
temperatures were accompanied by heavy storms. Despite these demanding requirements the owner 
was able to clearly see the bottom of the pool – 4 meters (13 feet) deep - and the new water plants and 
water lilies luxuriated. In autumn 2012 Rainer installed an additional measuring technique, which allows 
him to monitor all water parameters online from his office in Munich.  
 
The construction management and the owner of the NSPs is very happy with the high water quality 
now - and so they decided to extend their maintenance agreement with BioNova for another year.  
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BioNova Family
 

The BioNova family also has some 
Partners in Switzerland. We would like 
to present to you one of those in this 
current Newsletter, the gardening- and 
landscaping company Egli Gartenbau AG 
from Uster. 

 
Gardening comes naturally to this family. 
Walter Egli, the senior of the family, founded a 
gardening company over 50 years ago. His five 
sons then grew up with this trade and the 
father and his sons ran the continuously 
growing family company for over 20 years. 

 
In the course of the change of generations Felix 

and Monique Egli founded then their own company, the Egli Gartenbau AG Uster, which they run now 
together with their son Oliver. 
 
The company offers everything from the planning of new gardens or rebuilding of existing ones, to 
regular maintenance. They also do very professional paving and natural stone work. An interesting 
design that they offer is to build "therapy gardens". The team designs & builds these special gardens for 
educational institutes, facilities for older people or therapy- and rehabilitation centres. These gardens 
can be designed both as experiential and kitchen gardens. 
 
The Egli Gartenbau AG Uster has been a member of the BioNova family since 2006. 
In the year 2008 the company won the BioNova Gold Award for high quality, exclusive and aesthetic 
NSPs. We’re looking forward to Oliver Egli and his team designing and building many more 
BioNova NSPs. 
 
For more information about the company it's worthwhile to visit their interesting 
website (www.egligartenbau.com). You can find there for example interesting photo 
galleries, that document the different methods of building an NSP or the conversion 
of a traditional swimming pool into a biological installation.  
 
 
 
 



New Partner
 
A warm welcome to our new Head at Belarus. We look forward to working together!  
 
Sergei Matskevich
Firma Voda2000
Skoriny 51 – 212 A 
220141 Minsk, Belarus
 
Phone: +375(17) 268-82-07(08)
 
E-mail: info@voda2000.by
Web: www.voda2000.by
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Training Events in 2013

BioNova training, German speaking partners
January 28 - February 01, 2013, Munich/Germany
The BioNova training for beginners and advanced partners in the German language 
will take place at the above-mentioned date in Munich (Bavaria / Germany). Please 
note this date! We look forward to this event and hope for many partners to come. 
 
BioNova training, English speaking partners
February 13. - 17, 2013, Munich / Germany
All English speaking partners should make a special note on their calendars with these 
dates. We hope to welcome as many of you as possible to the annual BioNova 
partner training in English, in Munich.  This training session will be for beginners and 
advanced partners.  Save the dates and make your air reservations. For North 
American Dealer Partners, contact Alan Weene for more details.
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Using NSPs in the Winter
 
 
An NSP is great fun in the summertime - but did you also think about  the possibilities of 
using it in the winter? 
 
It's a fact that most of the chemically cleaned swimming pools can't be used in winter and the 
garden space is spoiled with the look of an empty or covered pool By contrast the biological facility 
is a very charming sight throughout the whole year. When the first frost comes it happens all the 
time that it covers the last blooming flowers with ice crystals. These lacy "ice flowers" are very 
beautiful - especially when they sparkle in the winter sun. And even when the plants in the NSP are 
covered with snow, their daily changing appearance is worth watching. 
 
But the appearance is not the only advantage of a biological facility in winter! Owners of a steam or dry 
sauna also can enjoy refreshing in the ice-cold water after a relaxing sauna experience. This sounds 
strange to you? It's not! In Sweden - where the sauna has a long tradition - it is usual to jump into frozen 
water both before and after the perspiration process induced by the sauna. This stimulates the 
circulatory system and helps to strengthen the immune system. But this is nothing for sauna-beginners! 
 
Formerly a Russian tradition, more and more Germans are now enjoying the so called ice bathing or 
winter swimming. The fans of this sport swim through ice-cold water for a few minutes.  This has also 
very positive effects on your health, as long as you follow some rules. So you should never get your 
head or hair wet and not stay in the water too long. Of course you have to be an excellent swimmer. 
If you’d like to start ice bathing or winter swimming, please start slowly! Begin with cold showers and 
so harden your body step by step before you try swimming. And please don't go into the water alone - 
there should always be someone outside the water to help you in case of emergency! 
 
Of course you can use your naturally cleaned NSP also for traditional kinds of winter sports: ice 
skating, ice hockey or curling are always great fun for the young and also the old. 
 
By the way: many people think that you have to make holes into the ice, so that  gases 
can escape. This is not necessary with BioNova NSPs. Of course you can open up the
ice if you like to take a bath, but you don't have to do it. 
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How Animals Overwinter in the NSP
 

The summer months for the NSPs are filled 
with vitality. All kinds of insects and amphibians 
please us with their busy activities. Also birds and 
maybe even bats come to the water to refresh or 
drink. But where do all the animals go when the 
temperatures sink? 

 
Every species has its own policy to survive wintertime. 
Most of the birds go south for the winter. Those animals 
that stay at home bring down their metabolism and 
respiration to minimize their needs on food and energy. 
They fit their organisms to the cold temperatures and 
food shortage at wintertime. 

 
Most of the native amphibian species (e.g. toads or frogs) leave the NSP after the spawning period and 
look for a winter habitat on the land. Water frogs or young newts crawl make their way to the bottom 
of the NSP regeneration zone, because in the wintertime the temperatures are about 4° C (40°F), there. 
Also the larvae of dragonflies (which stay alive for only one summer) and of other water beetles love to 
hibernate there.  
 
Many bugs (e.g., water striders or marsh treaders), spiders or other insects prefer to overwinter on 
land. They hide themselves between the close-fitting leaves of bulrush or reed, to protect their bodies 
from the cold. 
 
Daphnia have a very fascinating method of surviving the cold season of the year. During the summer 
months, when there is food in abundance, only females hatch from out of the eggs.  These female 
daphnia then propagate themselves without any males through parthenogenesis.  With this 
method of reproduction, they can reproduce many offspring in a very short time. In the autumn 
caused when food shortages start, then only male daphnia hatch and they fertilize the
remaining females from the summer. This results in another kind of egg, which sinks 
to the bottom of the NSP and overwinter there. In the spring then hatch from these 
eggs only female daphnia and the circuit starts from the scratch. For more information 
on daphnia, please email Dr. Lisa Brooks at lisa@bionovanaturalpools.com aka 
“The Daphnia Whisperer”.
 
No matter which strategy the animals use - with the first rays of sunshine in 
spring they come out again and fill the air with their buzzing, humming 
and croaking! 
We all look forward to welcoming them again in the NSP!
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BioNova Technologies In Use
 
This is a report about a project using BioNova technologies that is currently under construction.  
In the French community of Montagey-les-Beaunnes  a public NSP is under construction which 
will have a swimming area of about 3,000 square meters (32,100 sq. ft.). 
 
For this project we are working together with a famous couple of architects from Paris, Patrick 
Charoin und Marina Donda. They were fascinated by the idea of biological NSPs from the first time.   
The teams of Patrick Charoin, Marina Donda and BioNova participated together in a design 
competition for this project. We won, but it still took 2 years of additional design and planning before 
the first sod was turned in September 2012. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The 4 different swimming areas are surrounded by concrete walls and separated from the appertaining
regeneration areas by wooden decks.
 
The highlights of the facility are the fixed beach entrances, a water slide, a jump facility with platforms 
to jump off at 1 m or 3 m, a liana and a climbing wall made out of acrylic glass. 
 
At the moment the walls of the basins are finished and the structures are recognisable.  
In January 2013 they will start to install the plumbing and to do the sealing. After this, the 
biological filter can be installed. This work will be done by our French BioNova Partner 
„Nature".
 
We will inform you about the building progress in the next months again.
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BioNova Historical
 

In 1997, a beautiful NSP was built on 
the property of Bad Wörishofen in 
Germany.

 
The owners first wanted to have a chemical 
pool in their yard, but when they heard 
about NSPs,they decided to choose the 
biological alternative.

 
The NSP is about 1,615 sq.ft., built according to 
the BioNova single chamber building method.
The water flows through overflow gutters into 
the regeneration zone, where beautiful water 
plants and marsh plants grow.

 
The unplanted swimming zone is about 8 ft. deep. A natural stone wall protects the house‘s terrace from 
onlookers. The clean water from the regeneration zone flows back into the swimming pool by way of a 
small waterfall, which also adds oxygen to the system and supports the biological water treatment 
processes.


